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How to Strengthen our Immune SystemHow to Strengthen our Immune SystemHow to Strengthen our Immune SystemHow to Strengthen our Immune System    

What does it mean when the Father of Medicine, Hippocrates, said "Let food be thy 

medicine, and Let medicine be thy food"? It simply means that the foods you will eat should 

be the source of your health and not the source of your sickness. It simply means you must 

eat the PROPER FOODS to have good health. Proper foods are foods that do not harm your 

body but can put your body in good shape.  

 

On the contrary, most foods available now around us are the sources of sickness sources of sickness sources of sickness sources of sickness which 

contradicts the principle lay down by the Father of Medicine, that our foods should be our 

medicines. Nowadays, majoritymajoritymajoritymajority of the available foods that you can buy and consume are less 

nutritious and loaded with toxins harmful to your body except those grown except those grown except those grown except those grown 

organically/naturallyorganically/naturallyorganically/naturallyorganically/naturally.  

 

Not a surprise if hospital buildings are hospital buildings are hospital buildings are hospital buildings are continuouslycontinuouslycontinuouslycontinuously    built around the world and people built around the world and people built around the world and people built around the world and people 

getting sick are multiplyinggetting sick are multiplyinggetting sick are multiplyinggetting sick are multiplying. When a person is sick, the medical community focuses on 

treating symptoms—giving you medicines for the symptoms—but not addressing or 

eliminating the root cause root cause root cause root cause of your health problems. They are teaching people to rely more on 

pharmaceutical medicines instead of eating proper foods as told by Hippocrates. For medical 

community they have their own medicines which are pharmaceutical medicines which are 

contrary to Hippocrates principle that the foods we eat should be our medicine. 

 

What do you think is the relationship among hospitals, pharmaceutical industries and 

medical insurance? What do they have in common? Who is really the beneficiary of the 

medical insurance? Just think of this: Why are herbal foods/medicines not included in the 

medical insurance coverage of people? Because they know that people will get better when 

they take herbal foods/medicines. When the health of people get better because of herbal 

foods/medicines they will not buy pharmaceutical medicines anymore and they will not be 

residence or often regular visitors of hospital. Of course, pharmaceutical sales of medicines 

will go down as well as hospital profitability will be affected.  

 

Applying the principle of Father of Medicine, Hippocrates, said "Let food be thy medicine, 

and Let medicine be thy food", we need to look for FRESH ORGANIC FOODS to eat to 

strengthen our immune system. Why? Because the market is populated with toxin foods like 

coffee with high caffeine, energy & soda drinks loaded with high caffeine & artificial sugar, 

fruits & vegetables with pesticides, meat growned artificially, processed foods and a lot more. 

Many advertisements are promoting energy foods and drinks to the detriment of health of 

people. Although fresh organic foods are really good for our health they are expensive and 

not available everywhere. Hence, we need to look for alternative like ORGANIC FOOD ORGANIC FOOD ORGANIC FOOD ORGANIC FOOD 

SUPPLEMENTS SUPPLEMENTS SUPPLEMENTS SUPPLEMENTS which are readily available in the market and have been certified with good 
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manufacturing practice (GMP) by credible international organizations and, of course, can be 

purchased at reasonable price. 

 

If you want to experience excellent health for you and your family, start checking the foods 

you eat and drink. How? Check the vitamins, coffee, tea, juice, chocolate drinks, energy 

drinks & meals that your body takes everyday. Is it organic/herbal foods or chemical/ 

processed foods? 

  

Organic food supplements can do a lot to put your body in good shape. Organic food 

supplements are not medicines. They are foods that do not harm your body but put your 

body in good shape. How? By cleaning your body from toxins and strengthening your 

immune system. If your body HAS A GOOD IMMUNE SYSTEM it CAN FIGHT WIDE 

VARIETY OF DISEASES. Everybody has the ability to cure their own diseases with their 

natural immune system in proper shape.  
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